SHIELDING PLASTIC FILMS
BUDGET RF FILM

Economy RF Shielding
On a tight budget or have a temporary shielding
situation? This lightweight conductive plastic film is a
good choice. Great for windows and walls. Easy to
hang with tape or tacks, and easy to trim with
scissors. Can be grounded, surface resistivity is 109
Ohm/sq. Shielding performance is adequate at 90%. Also
has anti-static properties. Very low cost per square foot. May be
vacuum/heat sealed. Slightly mirrored finish provides dimming effect
(some light penetration). No adhesive on this material. Made in USA. Generous
36 inch x 90 feet, 2.9 mil thick. Whole rolls only. (Cat. #R227) …… $89.00

CONDUCTIVE TUBING

Low Cost E-Field Shielding
Composed of electrically conductive black polyethylene (similar to Velostat) and great for
shielding electrical cords. It's easy to slide any electrical cord
(even fits those giant dryer plugs!) through this 4" wide (when
flat) sleeve without having to remove the plug from the end of
the cord. Only 4 mil thick, it won't hold up to tearing, heat or
abuse, but it will do a great job on the lamp cord by your bed,
the air conditioner cord, or even cables in your car. Electric field
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shielding. Surface resistivity <10 Ω/sq.
Conductive Tubing (Cat. #R1211) ……….. $1.15 per lin ft
Full roll (750 ft) (Cat. #R1211-roll) …… $229.00 per roll

BUDGET RF CURTAIN SHIELD
This has to be the shielding bargain of the century. A light weight,
highly reflective mirrorized plastic curtain which is simple to install
and provides well over 20 dB (10:1) reduction in common
radiofrequency and microwave radiation! Hangs easily from small
diameter curtain rods and can be used to shield windows, make
room partitions, doorway openings, or even as a wall hanging. Also
blocks UV and sunlight, so it prevents sunlight fading of your
furniture, and helps prevent heat loss. Built-in sleeve for curtain
rod at the top. One side is conductive, make sure to use a ground
cord. 30 inch wide x 63 inch long, and you can trim it easily with scissors to fit. Could also
be used to make a poncho. Nearly opaque silver color. Both sides are conductive, so it can
be grounded. Budget RF Curtain Shield (Cat. #R226) ............... $5.95

DISPOSABLE PONCHO WITH HOOD
Is this you? Your skin is burning, your heart is racing, or you are
feeling irritable and spacey as pulses of microwave/RF radiation
wash over you. It could be in your own apartment, on a plane or
subway car, hotel or class room, workplace or movie theater. Even
just walking down the street!
Whether you get caught in a surprise rain storm or irritating sea of
wireless radiation, you’ll be glad you packed your shielding hooded
poncho. Covers head, torso and arms with ~20 dB shielding.
Generously proportioned for ease of motion, one size fits most all
body types. Easy to slip on and off, and extremely light weight.
Keeps you warm, shaded from the sun, and dry too. Windproof. We call it disposable,
but you can certainly re-use it. Weighs only 3 ounces, and 4x5 inches and when folded.
Stores safely for years, ready when you need it. Perfect for purse, car, suitcase,
camping or home use. One side is conductive. One side is conductive (the less slippery
side) so it can be grounded.
Disposable Shielding Poncho w/ Hood (Cat. #R312) ………………… $4.95
Poncho Bulk Pack 10 for the price of 9 (Cat. #R312-10) …………….. $44.55

Toll free in USA: 1-888-537-7363
International: +1-518-608-6479
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